Big Feng Shui Benefits: 6 Ways to Use the Energy Field of
Your Environment to Achieve Your Goals
By Beth Borray

#1. Feng Shui is "Vibrational Homeowner's Insurance"
Ordinary homeowner's insurance is what we get to protect ourselves from the
expense we might incur in case of unexpected damages to our property. It kicks in
after you've been hit with a problem.
Traditional Feng Shui on the other hand allows us to identify not only when but what
kinds of potential problems may be looming on the horizon and neutralize them
before they even have an opportunity to occur. This can save you a lot of time and
unnecessary aggravation.
An authentic Feng Shui assessment removes impediments to the flow of beneficial
chi and creates an environment that is energetically prepared to support the security
of your home and your personal well being.
#2. Harmonize Your Unique Energy Blueprint with Your Environment
Everything and everyone in the Universe has a life force connection so our lives are
undeniably intertwined and influenced by the quality of the land we live on and the
structures we place on it.
All people and buildings have a unique energy blueprint. That's why every person
doesn't react the exact same way to the different types of chi.
Your ability to skillfully harmonize your personal energy field with the magnetic field
of your surroundings can make an important difference in how you feel, and this is
significant because how you feel is how you create your life.
#3. Create a Flourishing Life by Infusing Your Space with the "Essence of
Love"

"With the Essence of Love the household thrives.
In the absence of the Essence of Love the household declines."
— Zen Master Hung-Jen
We know that human beings and all things blossom when removed from a place of
discord and placed in an environment of harmony. A harmonious energy field is a
welcoming host for "the essence of love."
Making authentic Feng Shui adjustments can vibrationally uplift your environmental
energy field and infuse it with the harmonious "essence of love." Once this happens
your personal energy field begins to merge and resonate with the fresh updated chi
field of your surroundings.

#4. Feng Shui is a Form of Energy Medicine
In the field of energy medicine we have heard it said that doctors don't cure and
medicines don't heal but rather by activating the body's innate healing energies they
create an environment in the body where healing can take place.
Similarly through application of Feng Shui principles an outer environment can be
created that supports healing on an additional energetic level.
You can help to increase your health and energy levels by removing environmental
stressors that weaken your mind and body and by purposefully generating more
available life force chi in your environment and placing yourself in this gentle free
flowing vibrant energy field where you work and sleep.
#5. Capitalize on Your Property's Vital Chi.
When you look at a property through "Feng Shui Eyes" you can see much that others
cannot see. Real estate is a major purchase and in addition to normal assessment
protocol knowing what to look for from an energetic perspective can help you to zero
in on choice locations. (Renters can benefit from this too!)
Just about every piece of land, home or building has an energy sweet spot. Once you
find it you can magnify its most vital energy and benefit from surer profits.
#6. Incorporate Environment in Your Strategy for Success
Feng Shui is for two kinds of people:
Type 1 - Those who are already "artists of living", with a strong conscious desire to
live a life filled with beauty, meaning and accomplishment.
Type 2 - Those who are feeling disheartened at the moment by dreams and goals
that continue to elude them. This group is actually at an exciting crossroads.
When you initiate positive changes that are specific to you, in your own environment,
you will be powering up the positive energy in your chi field to boost you up and
align you with the heart and soul centered goals you want most to achieve.
Remember that we are living in a Universal matrix of dynamic energy, not fixed
energy, so despite all types of fearful predictions about the future and beliefs in
preordained events, the future is really being created energetically moment by
moment, according to how we as individuals choose to create and use both our
internal and environmental energy fields. We have much more power than we think.
The exciting part about this is that you can then take your higher vibrating energy to
the next level - bringing more light to your thoughts and feelings, to your work, your
relationships, and your health, and begin to share it with the planetary community
by being an empowered self, living in and creating from an empowered, light filled
environment.
To learn more about becoming an "artist of living" and incorporating environment in
your strategy for success contact beth@redpeony.com.
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